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Digital Representation

Chapter 8, Chapter 11
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Opening Files

� How does the operating system (OS) know to open 
up PowerPoint when you double-click the following 
icon?

� The actual name of the file is 2-Terminology.ppt

� file extension: suffix to the name of a computer file 
to indicate the format of the file's contents
� In the example above, .ppt is the file extension.
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Why Does It Not Show?

� File extensions are normally hidden, but it is best to 
reveal them so you know the exact file name.
� Is the following file called picture.jpg, picture.JPG, 
picture.jpeg or perhaps something else?

� Mac:
� http://www.fileinfo.net/help/mac-show-extensions.html

� Windows:
� http://www.fileinfo.net/help/windows-show-extensions.html
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A Name Is A Name Is A Name

� What happens if you change the file extension and 
then try to open the file?

� The OS will open the file with the program 
associated with the new file extension.

� The program will interpret the file's contents like it 
does all other files with that same file extension.

� The contents of the file do NOT change.
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What Is In A File?

� A file is a sequence of bytes.
� In modern systems, a byte is generally made up of 8 bits.

� bit: unit of information storage, taking a value of 
either 0 or 1; short for binary digit
� Compare to a decimal digit that can take a value of 0, 1, 2, 

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

� Data on a computer is just a series of 1's and 0's.
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What Do Bits Mean?

� Whatever you want them to mean!
� But we have to agree on their meaning so we can 

communicate with each other.

� Suppose Alice and Bob can only communicate in 
single bits.
� Bob thinks that 0 means "You are funny" and 1 means "You 

stink."
� Alice thinks that 0 means "You stink" and 1 means "You are 

funny."
� Bob tells Alice: 0.  Is Bob getting a second date? 
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How Many Bits Do You Need?

� Single bits cannot store much information.  What 
can we do?
� Solution: Group bits together!

� How much information can you store with 2 bits?
� Up to four different pieces of information.

"You are a giraffe"11

"I am awesome"01

"You stink"10

"You are funny"00

Possible EncodingBit #2Bit #1
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How About More Bits?

� How much information can you store with 3 bits?
� Eight.

"Igloo"111

"I eat donuts"011

"I like pie"101

"You are a whale"001

"You are a giraffe"110

"I am awesome"010

"You stink"100

"You are funny"000

Possible EncodingBit #3Bit #2Bit #1
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How Many Encodings With X Bits?

� What is the pattern?

� Each new bit doubles the 
number of encodings

2568

1287

646

325

164

83

42

21

Number of 
Encodings

Number 
of Bits
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ASCII

� ASCII: character-encoding scheme based on the English 
alphabet; acronym for American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange
� Pronunciation: AS·key
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Unicode

� Need more than the Roman alphabet.

� As of Unicode 5.1, there are 100,507 graphic 
characters.
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Beyond Text: How To Encode Sound?

� There are an infinite number of values of sound 
pressure from 1.01 to 1.001 to 1.0001 to etc…

� But with a finite number of bits, you can have only a 
finite number of encodings.
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Sampling

� sample: to take 
measurements at regular 
intervals

� sampling rate: number 
of samples per second

� The higher the sampling 
rate, the more accurately 
the wave is recorded.
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Why Not Extremely High Sampling Rates?

� The higher the sampling 
rate, the more data 
points that must be 
recorded resulting in 
larger file sizes.

� In the extreme case, 
there are so many data 
points that playback 
might not be able to 
process the data fast 
enough.
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Encoding Bits On A CD

� Close-up of a CD

� Laser reads CD from the bottom.
� Change in depth represents a "1".
� No change represents a "0".
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Encoding Bits On A CD

laser

possible reading

01 0101 0 10001…
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Analog To Digital And Back Again
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Encoding Images

� Digital cameras sample images into pixels and RGB 
colors.

� 24-bit RGB color model has 16,777,216 possible 
colors.
� 8 bits per color means 256 possible intensities per color
� Recall that an RGB triplet for a color in CSS is written as:

rgb(R,G,B) where R, G, and B are each numbers from 0 to 255

256 possible 
values!


